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CHART Design:
Etage Projects is returning to Den Frie Centre of Contemporary Art to take part in the 2019
edition of collectible design fair CHART Design. The presentation will include new works
by Danish artist FOS; among others a bronze, brass and glass sofa table and a new version
of the Swivel Table in Oregon pine, along with contemporary classics such as the brass and
glass piece Glass, Pitcher, Tray. The gallery will also show works from Dutch/New Zealand
designer Sabine Marcelis’ alluring new collection of ombre double-casted cubes,
statement pieces from London-based design studio Soft Baroque and exclusive one-of-akind jewellery by Danish contemporary jewellery designer Jo Riis Hansen.

About Etage Projects:
Etage Projects is a Copenhagen-based art and design gallery specialising in a crossaesthetic method. Actively questioning and pushing the lines between art and design,
abstraction and function, Etage Projects works with creatives who form their praxis inbetween established notions of contemporary art and design, thereby seeking to extend
and to enrich the field of collective and interdisciplinary culture. The gallery was founded
in 2013 and has grown to become an influential, ambitious platform, customary to leading
international fairs, exhibition venues, magazines and publications. Etage Projects has
among others exhibited at Design Miami, Design Miami/Basel, Chart Art Fair, NOMAD
Monaco, NOMAD St. Moritz and Salon Art + Design, New York. Furthermore, gallery
owner Maria Foerlev is a prominent figure in the European art-meets-design sphere,
engaged in a number of communicative activities, among others as jury member of the
Biennial of Crafts and Design. Working with a selection of spearheading artists such as
FOS, Sabine Marcelis and Guillermo Santomà, Etage Projects is curating and advising on a
wide range of large-scale public and private projects - among others FOS’s complete
decoration of the official residence of Denmark’s prime minister and Guillermo Santomà’s
intervention at Museo Cerralbo in Madrid.

For more information please contact Gallery Director and sales Manager Zeynep Rekkali Iskov Jensen on zeynep@etageprojects.com
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